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A Classification of Factors, II
By
Huzihiro ARAKI*

Abstract
The algebraic invariant r00(M') of a factor M, introduced in an earlier
paper and called the asymptotic ratio set, is shown to be closed for any
factor M. As a consequence, this set must be one of the following sets:
(i) the empty set, (ii) {0}, (iii) {!}, (iv) a one parameter family of sets
(0, xn; « = 0, ±1, •••}, OO<1. (v) all non-negative reals, (vi) (0.1).

§1.

Introduction

In an earlier paper [1], we introduced an algebraic invariant
for a factor M It is the set of all x, 0<Dc<°o, such that M is algebraically isomorphic to M®RX. Here RQ is the type 1^ factor, J?i is
the hyperfinite type Hi factor, and Rx = Rx-i for 0<x<l is a type III
factor given by definition 3. 10 of [1].
In [1], it is shown that r^M)—{0} is either empty or a multiplicative group. Furthermore, for the case where M is an infinite tensor
product of type I factors, r^CM) is shown to be closed. However, this
was not known in [1] for arbitrary M.
In this note, we show that roo(M) is closed for any factor M.
The method of proof is already indicated in section 6 of [1], but new
additional technique here is the use of weak clustering property, which
is obtained by the crucial lemma 2. 4.
§2B Lemmas
Lemma 2.1,

Let Rt be mutually commuting factors such that
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y is a factor. Let D be a finite set of unit vectors. Given
* i
e, there exists an N such that
(2. 1)
for any

Proof, (cf. [2]) Since Jf? is a factor, the von Neumann algebra
generated by {JRt and Rf is the set of all bounded operators. Thus
*
the self adjoint elements of the * algebra generated by LJ-fi?,- and R'
are strongly dense among all self adjoint operators. In particular for
the one dimensional projection P(0) associated with a vector <D, there
N

exists a self adjoint P' in {U-R.OLJjS'}" for some finite N such that
*=i
Pr is in the following strong neighbourhood of P(0) :
(2. 2)

M; || {P(0)-4}y||<e/2, VFeZ?}.

Then for any Qe-R,-, i>N, ||QI! = 1, we have [Q,P / ]=0 and

Definition 20 2, Let M be a type L factor with a matrix unit uklf
k,l=l, -~9n and R be a factor containing M For any Q^R, define

(2.3)

j-j

r w (M)Q=S«,,Qw /y .

Lemma 2. 3. Let ^? be a factor and M be a type L factor in R'.
For $e(MU£)", r«(M)Q is in ^

||rw(M)QH^;||Q|| and

(2.4)
*,'

Futhermore, let ^ be a unit vector and

(2. 5)
Then
Proof.

Since M is type L, it is possible to identify the Hilbert

space H with a tensor product Hi®Hz, M with J8(-Hi)®l and «w
with ^/®1, where HI is spanned by an orthonormal basis <plf •-,<?»,
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ukl9j = dlJ9k and -S(fli) denotes the set of all bounded operators on HI.
Mf is then K&t3(H2*), in which R is contained.
The equality (2.4) follows from (2.3) and ukiU;j=dnukj, Sw«=l.
If Q is in the * algebra generated by M and R, then it is of the form
(2.4) where r w (Af)Q is in R. Therefore rkl(M}Q^R holds also for
the weak closure of such Q, namely for all Q in (M(JRy. The norm
of r A /(M)Q can be estimated by

sup

ii«Mi=i
because r^(M)Q^l©^(^/" 2 ).

The right hand side is majorized by

SUP
IN" 1 1=1

A unit vector ty defines a density matrix p in 3$(H^) (p^Q, t r p = l )
through the relation

For any unit vector ^ and $2 in fii, we have

where ^i is the one dimensional projection on @2 and u is an isometric
operator with one dimensional range, bringing 0i onto @2* Therefore

\\Q'\\<\\Q\l
Lemma 2, 4. Let Rt be mutually commuting factors such that
J?=(U^? z -) / / is a factor. Let M" be a type L (n<^=>') factor contained
i
in Rf. Let D be a finite sets of unit vectors such that the inequality
(2.1) holds for any QeM", HQ|| = 1, ¥^Df 0^D. Given 67>0. Then
there exists an N such that

(2. 6)

I (¥, Q®} - (IF, 0) (0,

for any
Proof. Let ukt, k,l=l, -~yn be a matrix unit for M Let P(0)
be the one dimensional projection associated with each @<^D. Find
sufficiently large N(0) for each 0eD such that there exists a self ad joint
P7($) belonging to
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and satisfying

(2.7)
(2.8)

for all W^D and l,k=l, ••-,n.

Here

e" = 2-1(l + w2)-1e/.

(2.9)

Let 7V=maxN(0)
and Qe(MU#,-)", i>N, \\Q\\ = 1. We then have
a>eo
the following inequalities, which proves (2. 6) :
|(P,Q0)-(y,0)(0,00)|

A,/

|(0,0{P'(0)-P(0)}0)(y,0)l
A,/

| e"

Here we have used the notation and result of the previous lemma in
which ty=0 and denoted r w (M)(? simply by Qw.
Definition 2. 5e A unit vector W is />Mrg for a type I factor M
if pr(Q) = (?r,Q?r), QeM is a pure state on M
If H=H1®HZ, M=^(ft)(g)l, then r is pure if and only if
for some
Lemma 2.6. Let H=Ha®Hb, H> =
}. Let M be a type I factor in ^(^)®1 and let a unit
M^f

vector 2F be pure for M. Given e>0. Then there exists an N and a
unit vector ¥€ such that ^e is pure for M as well as for Rv for any
v>N, \\W-W £\\<€ and <?ve is the same as the vector state corresponding
to Qv for each Rv, v>N.
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Proof. Since M is- type I, we may identify H* with L
M with ^B(jff ul )®l. Since W is pure for M, it can be identified with
*•' where Wf^Ha2®Hb. For given e>0, there exists ¥'€ of the form
, (&iy T/T;) =8;jf S H^i ||2 = 1 such that
(2. 10)

||S»"

By lemma 2. 7 of [1], there exists an AT and T/T," for each } such that

(2.12)

|

(2.13)

W 11 = WIN

Then the vector

(2. 14)

y 6 =s

i=l

has all the required properties,
§3.

Theorem

Theorem 3. 1. The asymptotic ratio set r TC (M) for any factor
M is closed.
Proof. If x^Q and ^1 is in r TO (M), then
shows that Oer TO (M) and ler^CM). Thus we consider the case where
# M eroo(MX Hm^ tt = A:, Q<xH<Jl, 0<ju<l and prove that
i.e. M
First fix a countable sequence of unit vectors Wn, n=l,2,~- which
are dense in the unit sphere of H and let Dn= {¥ly --,¥„}. Let en>0,
€=^€n<^. We shall now construct by a mathematical induction on
n a sequence of mutually commuting type I2 factors Mn in R, and Nn
in j?7, and a sequence of unit vectors %„, n=l,2,-~, such that (1) %„
is pure for each (Mm\JNmy, m^n, (2) the vector state 9*n for each
Mm, M<M has a spectrum ((l + arj-1, ^(H-^)-1), (3) II%»-^-i|[<e.
(w^2) and (4)

(3. l)

(r, Q(j) - (r, (5) ((P, 0^) ! < xfe,+a
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for any Q in {

(ALT(X U N.^) } ", ||0!l = l,

a =0

FeA,

For 7-2 = 0, we do not have any object to cor struct. Now suppose
Mn, Nn and %„ are constructed for ??<<& satisfying all the requirements
related to MH, Nn, %» »<& We then want to construct Mk, Nk and %*.

Let M^^CUM,)",
Mc*2)={Mc">}'rW, N CM) =(UWO",
n<k
n-^k
C 1}

{ JV * } ' fl M'.

^^=

Since Af« and jV« are finite type I factors, we may idenw

tify H with H ®Hw>\ M^\ M^\ Nw, N^ with Afc">®l, 1®AP2),
JVC*"®1, l(g)JVc*2); and (AP^UW™)" with ^(ff (M) )(g)l.

By using
(H)

(2. 4), it is easily shown that M and M' are identified with M (g)7kP2)
and JVcw>(g>JV(">. Since M is type III (^,=^1, 0 is in r TO (M)), M is
x\

spatially isomorphic to M(*2;.
n<k, it is pure for M

(A1)

®7V

CM)

Since lk-i is pure for each

MH\JNn,

and can be identified with

We now use the information that M is isomorphic to
/N.

/\

where RXk = §§Rl on Hk = §§(Hvk, Sif).
be K8)Cfc*)'®08)liJc 3)

c 2)

vector i/r * on # *

Let Rl be KS)^*®OS>O and S£

By lemma 2.6, there exist an N, and a unit

such that i[i/rc*2)—^(*3)i!<eA, ^c*3) is pure for every

OR! US!)", with *>-#!, and the vector state w*3> for CRZUSX)", y>Ni
is the same as <p£ for (^UC-R*)')"- We then set %, = ^(M)®^3). (If
k=l, take ^ = ^c*2) = ^®(®^i) for any |[i/r|| = l.) The conditions (1),
V

(2), (3) are automatically satisfied for Mk = Rl, Nk=Sl, any v>N-L.
By lemma 2.1, there exists an N2 such that

(3.2)
for any
By lemma 2. 4, there exists an Nl for each ?z<& such that
(3.3)

for any v>Nl,

*-i
Q^[{U

We then set Mk = Rl, Nk = Sl for some v larger than max (Nl$
N2, Nl, •", JVs'1). The required properties are now all satisfied.
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By the property (3) and S^<°°, the unit vectors %„ form a
Cauchy sequence. Let 1 be its strong limit. Then % is a unit vector,
pure for each (Mn\JNryf and the vector state 0>x on MH has the spectrum
-1). Let
(3.4)

1?

(3.5)

#

where w; denotes the closure. The properties of % imply that the restrictions of R and 5 to HQ and the space HQ are unitarily equivalent
to ®RH, <g>R'H and (g) (#,,£„) where dim 1^ = 4, Sp(£^#J = Sp (£„/#:)
= ((H-^)"S^.(1 + ^.)"1). Thus Oei#o)-(Si#o)~®^ w , where £i# 0
denotes the restriction of ^? to HoNext we use the clustering property (4) to show that R, S and
(R(_jSy are factors. Let Q be an operator in the center of either R,
S or (J?US)" and |[Q|[ = 1. Then Q must commute with all
n = l, 2, 3, ••• and hence it is in {U(M«U-/V«)} / / for any N. (Again
n>N

use the fact that {U
(M.LUV.)}" is a finite type I factor and (2.4).)
n<N
Since the unit ball of U( U [Mn\JNn]Y' is weakly dense in the unit
TO

N+m

ball of (U [M.UJV.])", we have
(3. 6)

| (W, 0$) — (¥, 0) (0, 0$) I < S €„

for any ¥^DN+i, @<^DN+i.
limit of JV->oo

(3.7)

Since JV is arbitrary, we obtain in the

(

The same equation for Q*, with r and 0 interchanged implies that
(3.8)

(F, OF) = (0,00)

for (y, 0)^=0. Since y, 0 run over a set of unit vectors {¥H} which is
dense in the set of all unit vectors, (3. 8) and (3. 7) imply that Q = cl.
This proves that R, S and (jRUS)" are factors.
Since the projection on HQ commutes with R, S and CRUS)", the
factors ^?, S and (7?US)" are isomorphic to its restriction on H0«
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In particular, R~~R®RX and (I? US)" is a type I factor.
The proof of the theorem can now be completed by
x\
Lemma 3.2. Let H=Hi(&H2, R be an infinite tensor product of
type I2 factors on H2, R=l®R, S=l®R'. Let M be a factor on H
such that M^>R, M'=>S. Then M=M^®R for some factor M! on /£.
Proof.

Let

(3.9)
(3. 10)
(3-11)
„=!

Let M-} be a standard matrix unit of

(3.12)
relative to £„, Sp(^v/J?v) be (^, 1 — 4) and
(3. 13)

rv^ = ^rii(i? v )-4+ (l-^ v )r 22 (-Rv)-4,

(3.14)

r...x.= nr. + / .

1=1

Further let [A]n be the unique operator in «S(//i(g) (® #0)008)1,)
satisfying
j/ = l

(3. 15)

y>«

(ft, [4] B02) = (ft, ,4ft)

for all ft, 0 2 eD(»).
If ^eM, then r M>B+ ^eM, |[rBjB+^|[^|!^![ and
(3. 16)

(ft, (r«, n+ ,^)ft) - (ft, ^8)

for all ft, 02^D(?2, n + k).
(3. 17)

Hence

(ft, (^.^4)02) = (ft, [-4].^.)

for ft,02^D(^ + &). Since D(») is an increasing sequence of sets with
a dense union and ||r«,«+A^l|| is bounded uniformly in k, [A]n is the weak
limit of Tn,n+kA as k->°° and hence is in M By definition, [A]n is
then in
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Mw

(3.18)

Because (3.15) holds for <Dz,<D2^Dvy Da is an increasing sequence
of sets with a dense union and ||[-4],,|| is uniformly bounded by \\A\\
(which immediately follows from (3- 15)), A is the weak limit of [A]n
as ^— >oo. Hence
(3.19)

AT=(IW°)".
«

Since (JRV is a finite type I factor, Af00 is generated by [JRV and
'.

Hence

M= ( Af c<n J i?) " = { (MR £') U tf } ".

(3. 20)
Since Mr\R'

commutes with R and S, it is isomorphic to Mi 01 on

for some M and M = M!
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